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WHICH BODY SHAPE ARE YOU? They show the most typical dressing errors and the three
greatest looks... --This text refers to the Hardcover edition. It includes Trinny & Susannah's
fabulous 22 city directory of shops, outlets and services and various other must-have
addresses across the UK. Therefore whether you are a skinny, normal or bigger Skittle, Cello,
Apple or Pear, the same principles of dressing will apply. Using real-life ladies, they analyse
comprehensive each shape and show how to pick the clothes that match and flatter it. A
Skittle, Goblet, Hourglass, Cornet, Cello, Apple, Column, Bell, Vase, Brick, Lollipop or a Pear.
They select the 10 key garments to make up a capsule wardrobe, and display how these
basics could be built upon to vary the look. Plus they show steps to make the most of what
you already have: what you can do with an ill-fitting or costly mistake to bring it back to life. In
each case, it is proportion, not really size, that matters.Trinny & Susannah have identified 12
classic women's body shapes.
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A Helpful Guide for Women Who Cringe When Finding Dressed Susannah Constantine and
Trinny Woodall are determined there are 12 body types amongst females. The premise of
their book is to pay much less attention to one's gown size and pay more attention to the body
shape -- how the parts fit together to help make the whole. Each form has challenges and
features to emphasize.Because right now there are twelve body types to be discussed, each
chapter is short. Ideal for self acceptance and humor While so many get Trinny and Susannah
brutally honest, i find them fun and informative. Not really much. I would have loved for there
to become a reserve for each body type because just about the time I got worked up about
the clothing suggested, the authors moved to the next type.. Love these women Trinny and
Susannah are so amazing for women and their self-esteem. Find at Library—save your valuable
money. Then there are three types of looks offered for each shape: Casual, Wise and Party.
Showing superstars with each physique was a good feature; Five Stars GREATThe authors are
gutsy; They appear to think if you use bad vocabulary—it’s somehow cool. One of the best
features was (behind the book), concepts on how best to salvage buying disasters so they
become useful garments.A better book will be Stacey London's THE REALITY ABOUT
STYLE..5 stars Ok Book but—some real holes in this publication. It’s Ok however, not great. they
showed photos of themselves in disasters and wearing appropriate garments. I came across
the suggestions to be eye-starting and helpful. They make too many assumptions concerning
figure types. Really really old reserve. Maybe...Maybe not." Gown types, blouse shapes, coat
features, trouser options are mentioned, as well as jewelry and shoe suggestions. The authors
display the biggest horrors (mistakes made by body types) and offer suggestions. The Body
Shape Bible which I bought from Amazom.com, allows someone to take a genuine look in
oneself and one's close friends and see that looking good has more to do with self awareness
than being born perfect. I really like that they use normal looking people for their how to
photos and then use famous people when they've dressed to accentuate their shape and
when they looked far less than great. Once you discover the body type, you can really only
use 15 or so pages out of entire 288 page publication. I am a traditional hourglass, and finding
clothing has always been difficult. I have frequently tried to camouflage my curves with
oversized moving clothes that only added twenty pounds or even more to my appearance. I
recently bought a va va voom red outfit with flutter sleeves, type fitting a la Marilyn Monroe
and Christina Hendricks, and I received so many compliments. Also supports jewelry
suggestions. Buy this reserve for you personally and your friends.. We couldn't seem to figure
out which bodyshape was mine. Did not find this helpful. I'd have appreciated more,
specifically considering some of the outfits weren't seasonally appropriate. I just ended up
feeling lousy after reading this book. Could Have Been Much Better As a enthusiast of Trinny
and Susannah, I've always appreciated their help with how exactly to dress for your specific
body type. I found this publication to be covering the same information, except much less well
shown as in prior books. They also have an excellent laugh at themselves. You are offered
only 3 looks as perfect for your shape, Casual, Smart, and Party. I seemed to have all the flaws!
And mainly because I flipped through the information on additional body types, it had been
noticable that items such as for example swimsuits and components where discussed with
somebody types rather than others.. Also, because this book is delivered from the united
kingdom, the buying section becomes useless since they recommend shops within the uk
only, if you don't anticipate traveling overseas quickly. The shopping help in "T &. Perhaps an
updated US version will be offered later.. This book helped me realize what clothes appear
best on me This book helped me realize what clothes appear best on me. It made me realize

that I have a stupidly impossible physique, but at least it offered me some direction for which
cuts will usually fit better than others. I'm sixty five and haven't had so much attention since I
was twenty.I found the best page in each physique to be "Key Shapes. Regardless of what you
appearance like they can validate your capability to look great. I love that they start with what
your location is and train you how exactly to highlight why is you look best. An excellent
update to your body type idea to fully capture more of the diversity of women's bodies.
Sometimes Less Information is Better This book is somewhat confusing especially on body
types. It can help you love yourself when you are, laugh at what's not so great, and see the
potential in those around you. 4. This should have been addressed with every body type. I
couldn't or wouldn't do some of them, but it opened me to the theory that buying disasters
could possibly be saved with some thought. . Wait and buy it then.. your body type the rest of
the book is useless. After you have read your body type the rest of the book is useless. Not
exactly a classic. I assume I'm a dreamer. S The Survival Information" is far superior. This book
has some good basic tools. A simple and fun place to begin to understand how to appreciate
and flatter your body. Don't bother buying. For example—if you’re an Apple you will have skinny
legs. A simple and fun place to start to understand how to appreciate and . I love Trinny, but
this reserve is really outdated. Great Style Book Great guidelines for dressing any woman's
physique. the authors showed them dressing well for type along with dressing in mistakes.
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